When ubiquitous computing devices access a contextawareness service, such as a location service, they need some assurance that the quality of the information received is trustworthy. However, the trustworthiness of a service cannot be determined by the service itself, but must be decided externally to the service. Furthermore, the trustworthiness of a service provider may be dynamic, depending on current environmental conditions.
Introduction
In the ubicomp vision, devices search for various services on other devices, often autonomously. An important family of services in the ubicomp world is context information, e.g. location, gait of user or current activity, which enables the applications on the devices to be context-aware. For instance, in a context-aware smart home, wall-mounted displays can turn on when the user approaches them and display information that is relevant to their current activity. This assumes that the location of the house owner can be determined through some location infrastructure in the home and the current activity of the user can be inferred in some way.
In the context of smart homes, we have designed a middleware framework for the distribution of context information to interested applications. In our middleware we look at scenarios where there are alternative means of delivering the same type of context information, although with differing quality. For example, there may be an infrastructure such as the Active Bats [1] that is designed specifically for location. Yet, other sensorial devices, such as video cameras, pressure sensors, RFID tags, whose main goal could be the delivery of some other context information, may be able to determine location as well, albeit at some lesser degree of quality. Having alternatives improves failure resilience of service provision because, should the main service provider fail, e.g. the batteries in the Active Bat be drained, it is possible to fall back to an alternative provider with lesser quality, which is usually better than not receiving that type of context information at all. Section 1.1 takes a brief look at our middleware, while Section 2 looks at our trustworthiness learning model.
Middleware for context-awareness
Essentially, our middleware connects applications that seek context information with context providers (CPs) that can provide it as a service [2] . When CPs enter the network, they advertise their capabilities to the service directory (SD) of the middleware in terms of the type of context they can provide and descriptive attributes, such as precision and refresh rate. When an application requires a type of context, e.g. location, it contacts the SD and sends it a utility function 1 that maps a CP's descriptive attributes to a value that quantitatively measures the application's satisfaction with that CP [2] . The SD can then apply the utility function to all currently available alternatives and select the one with highest utility value for serving this application. Should the currently used CP fail or its (dynamic) attributes cause its utility to fall behind that of another alternative (the value of the attributes may change over time because of environmental changes, causing its utility to change as well), the SD can automatically switch to the best available alternative. The reason for using application-specific utility functions is because the notion of quality of a context provider is application dependent. For instance, a frequently-lost-objects finder application will be more interested in location precision than refresh rate, while a light control system will care more about refresh rate (lights should turn on the moment someone walks into the room, not two seconds later).
Trustworthiness
We believe that among the descriptive attributes of a CP that are used as input to an application's utility function, there should also be a measure of the CP's trustworthiness. In our middleware, we define the trustworthiness of a CP as the probability that, when it delivers context information, the quality of this information will match the descriptive attributes advertised. Therefore, if a location precision of 10cm is advertised, but the actual location is 50cm from what is delivered by the CP, then the CP is being untrustworthy. Instead, a CP advertising a location precision of 100cm but delivering information within 50cm of the actual location is trustworthy.
Including trustworthiness in the input of the utility function allows an application to choose how much risk it is willing to take in the hope of receiving good quality information. Trustworthiness (from now on abbreviated as tw) is different from all other descriptive attributes in that it cannot be determined by the CP itself (which could otherwise choose maximum tw=1), but must be determined externally. We propose a learning model that takes as input binary positive/negative feedback from context consumers and cross-validation with other CPs and feeds this feedback into a parametrised probability density function that is used to predict the CP's current trustworthiness. The model allows for dynamic trust by keeping a window of recent feedbacks that affect the learning model. Thus, should the ratio of positive/negative feedbacks change over time, then so will the predicted tw of the CP.
Feedback source
Let us first look at the possible sources of feedback for the tw model.
The correctness of an attribute such as refresh rate can easily be determined by a consumer by subscribing to the context service at the advertised refresh rate and checking that that the obtained refresh rate matches the advertised one. The consumer can then send a positive or negative feedback message to the middleware as appropriate.
However, an attribute such as precision or probability of correctness 2 cannot easily be determined by a consumer application. Here the user may provide some help. Consider the situation where the current user activity information delivered by a CP with a high advertised probability of correctness changes, and as a result an activity-aware PDA up-2 Precision is a good descriptive attribute for information with continuous values, while probability of correctness is usually more appropriate for information with discrete values, such as "current activity".
dates its user interface (UI). For instance, it may now think that the user is exercising and as a result display the heart pulse and other physiological data. However, the actual new activity differs from that predicted by the CP, e.g. the user has merely sat down on the sofa in front of the TV, ready to watch her favorite weekly TV program. The UI could contain a button called "wrong activity" which cancels the activity-initiated UI change and possibly allows the user to select the correct current activity from a list (in our example, the correct current activity would be "watching TV" which, once selected on the PDA, could cause the PDA to display a remote control for the TV). Here, user-interaction allows a context consumer application to deliver feedback about a CP. Naturally, the user should not have to continuously interact with the UI to allow the application to return feedback to the middleware, or else the high level of user attention required would make such a device more trouble than it's worth. Hence, the right balance of user-dependent feedback should be found when there is no other way to produce feedback, and it should be as intuitive to the user as possible, e.g. pressing a button to cancel an automated UI update.
Another way of producing feedback is validating context information with other CPs. Let us continue with the case of precision. If there are multiple alternatives for the same context type currently present, it may be possible to rate one CP against the others. However, if none of the alternatives has high tw and high precision, then there is too much uncertainty and lack of quality in the system to rate reliably any of the CPs. On the other hand, if there is one CP with high tw and high precision, we can use this CP as a reference point against which we measure the other CPs. This scenario is not an unlikely one. After all, as we mentioned in the case of location with the Active Bats, it is likely that there will be one CP that is primarily designed for that type of context-and therefore has high precision and twagainst which we can measure the other alternatives, used whenever the primary one is unavailable.
Mathematically, let the context value (e.g. the temperature in
• C or location in (x, y) coordinates) of the primary CP be v p and its precision p p , and define v s and p s analogously for a secondary alternative. Then, positive feedback can be sent iff the interval
3 . In the case of discrete context values and the probability of correctness attribute, let us assume that the primary CP has a very high probability of correctness (close to 1).
We can then return positive feedback iff, for a number of samples, the ratio of values from the secondary CP that are equal to those of the primary CP is close 4 (the ratio) to the advertised probability of correctness.
Bayesian parameter learning
Bayesian parameter learning is a statistical learning technique that uses observations as input into a parameterised probability density function to make predictions on the observed entity. Commonly used-and what we use in our trust-learning approach-is the family of beta distributions:
where Beta(a, b) is known as the Beta function. Setting a and b to 1 we get the uniform density
Increasing a biases the density function towards 1, whereas increasing b does the same towards 0. The following example should explain what the parameters a and b mean and how they can be used. Taking an example from [3] , suppose we have a bag that contains a very large number of candies in two flavours: cherry and lime. Now suppose that we want to estimate the ratio of cherry and lime candies in the bag without actually checking them all. We can do this by repeatedly taking one candy out of the bag and checking whether it is cherry-or lime-flavoured for a small number of candies 5 . So, if after 40 candies we obtained 30 cherry and 10 limeflavoured candies, we can say with relatively good certainty that the ratio of candies in the bag is 3 cherry candies to one lime. However, if the first candy was lime-flavoured, then it is not reasonable after just one observed candy to say that all candies are lime-flavoured (that's possible, but it is also quite possible that there are 3 lime candies for each cherryflavoured one). This is where Bayesian parameter learning is useful. If we start with beta [1, 1] and then increase a for every observed cherry candy and b for every lime candy, we obtain a probability density function beta[a,b] that tells us how likely each percentage of candies of one type is, instead of obtaining a single output which could be wrong. In other words, a − 1 is the number of observed cherry candies and b − 1 the number for lime. Figure 1(a) shows how the density function evolves when we only observe one type of event (it converges towards 1), while Figure 1(b) shows the case where we obtain an equal number of both types of events (it converges towards 0.5).
We can now use this learning model, exactly as it has been described, for learning a CP's tw, where we replace the 4 How close depends on how high the probability of correctness of the primary CP is. 5 To be exact, we must also return each candy back into the bag before picking the next candy. bag of candies with a CP's trustworthiness, and the number of cherry and lime candies with the number of positive/negative feedbacks we get for this CP.
Updating a CP's current trustworthiness
Using Bayesian parameter learning as described in the previous section, we obtain a probability density function for a CP's trustworthiness. However, what we want is a specific value that we can plug into a utility function as one of the descriptive attributes of the CP.
A straightforward solution is to pick a value at random according to the current beta[a, b] density function, whenever we need a value. However, this can cause successive values to "leap up and down" the [0, 1] interval, particularly at low a and b values. To reduce this "leaping" effect, we take a slightly more elaborate approach. Note that, from here on, our approach cannot be called Bayesian anymore, although it has been engineered to produce good results. Given the current trustworthiness value τ, we obtain the new value τ by selecting a random value τ β from the current beta[a, b] density (as just described) and applying one step of an iterative convergence function from τ to τ β :
∆τ is a parameter that determines the convergence speed; in initial tests, we have obtained good results with ∆τ = 0.5. The first 20 steps of Figure 2 show how a CP's tw converges towards 6 1 when only positive feedback is received from an application 7 . Increasing ∆τ causes τ to follow τ β more 6 We use "converge towards" instead of "converge to" because, for small numbers of feedbacks, tw oscillates around 0.9-1 instead of reaching 1. However, in the limit, as the number of positive feedbacks approaches infinity, tw does reach 1. 7 Actually, in the figure every feedback causes an increment a ← a + 5. This is to speed up the learning process, which would otherwise take too long (i.e. require too many feedbacks) to converge towards 1. closely, which means it will tend to "leap around" as much as τ β does, while too low a ∆τ value will prevent τ from converging to the correct value.
Dynamic trust
If we consider a CP's trustworthiness to remain static, then we can apply the procedure mentioned in the previous section "to infinity" and the probability density (and τ) will converge towards the CP's actual tw 8 . In fact, in Figure 2 we get values in the interval [0.9,1] already after 5 feedbacks. However, we would like to consider the case where a CP's tw can change over time. For example, sensors attached to battery-powered embedded devices often output inaccurate data when battery power is low (this is for instance the case with temperature sensors on Berkeley motes), while the accuracy of context information obtained using a video camera may depend on the amount of ambient light. Thus, we would like the current evaluation of a CP's tw to be based only on recent feedbacks.
We can implement dynamic feedback by keeping a window of the most recent feedbacks, and using only these in beta [a, b] . Two possibilities are: using the last n feedbacks, where n is fixed; or using the feedbacks in the last ∆t minutes. The problem (or advantage, depending on how you look at it) of using the latter case is that, if for an extended amount of time no feedback is returned to the SD about a CP-either because it is not being used by any consumer or because no consumer using it is able to determine the quality of the information received-then the probabilIncreasing this increment excessively would mean that the learning process is too easily biased by single feedbacks, something which we are trying to avoid by using parameterised probability density in the first place. However, under the assumption that the ratio of positive/negative feedbacks is accurate for small numbers of feedbacks (and a small number of feedbacks may be all we get from consumer applications, especially if feedbacks are only determined through user input), then the learning model produces good predictions. ity density for the CP's tw will gradually "flatten out" towards a uniform distribution where we have complete uncertainty about the CP's tw. In this paper, we will take the former approach, i.e. using the last n feedbacks with n fixed, which is more optimistic, as it assumes that, in the absence of new feedback, there is no reason to believe that the CP's tw has changed. Figure 2 shows a scenario where there are three phases in a CP's tw. We use a feedback window of size n = 10, so after the first 10 feedbacks we always have a + b = 12. In the first phase, the CP is trustworthy and a consumer delivers 20 positive feedbacks. Then, from the 20th to 40th feedback, the consumer delivers only negative feedback, and the CP's tw rapidly drops towards 0 (e.g. the battery may be low or, in the case of a video camera, the ambient light may be too low). Finally, in the third phase the consumer delivers positive feedback again (e.g. battery was changed or ambient light is good again) and tw converges towards 1.
Trustworthiness of feedback source
Up to now, we have considered the consumers that deliver feedback to be trustworthy and accurate in their feedback. We would now like to drop this assumption and look at the case where we also evaluate the consumers' tw. As we do not have a point of reference against which to compare consumers' feedback, we will consider the case where multiple consumers deliver feedback, and perform a sort of probabilistic majority vote of the consumers' feedback using the CP's beta[a, b] probability density.
Suppose we have k consumers c 1 , . . . , c k , each with an initial tw of τ c i , which gives us the probability that the feedback delivered by this consumer is considered to be correct. τ c i may initially be 0.5 for all consumers, or some of them may be able to authenticate themselves to the SD as "particularly trusted consumers". We now collect a total of m feedbacks f 1 , . . . , f m from the consumers (again, m may be fixed or depend on a fixed amount of time), where f i ∈ {+, −}. Once we have collected m feedbacks, we feed them to beta [a, b] , but weighed by their consumer's τ c i , i.e. for a positive feedback a ← a + s · τ c i , where s is a scaling factor for speeding up the learning process (in Figures 2  and 3, s = 5) .
We now update the CP's current tw τ as described in Section 2.3, and obtain a new tw τ . At this point, we adjust the consumers' tw in the following way: Let 
In other words, if through the m feedbacks the CP's tw has improved, then we make the tw of all consumers who returned positive feedback (in total) converge towards 1 (using the same iterative function in Section 2.3), while those who returned negative feedback will have their tw converge to 0. The opposite case is analogous. Notice that, because of the probabilistic nature of beta [a, b] , it is possible that τ < τ even when the total positive weighted feedback was greater than the negative feedback. The likelihood of this happening depends on the uncertainty in the voting process. ∆τ c determines the convergence speed of the iterative function and is computed as the ratio between the amount of increase (or decrease) from τ to τ and how far τ was from the value it is converging to (1 when τ > τ, 0 when τ < τ). In other words, if the feedback effected a considerable change in the CP's tw, then the change in the consumer's tw should also be considerable. Figure 3 shows an example where three consumers return feedback about a CP's tw. All three start with an initial tw of τ c i = 0.5. However, two consumers always deliver positive feedback, while the third always negative feedback. m = 15, i.e. after 15 consumer feedbacks have been received we compute the CP's new τ and update the consumers' tw τ c i . Notice that the tw of the consumers delivering positive feedback does not quickly approach 1. This is because, while their opinion agrees with the majority (two out of three), there is one consumer saying the opposite, which reduces the certainty about the validity of the consumers' claims. Had all consumers delivered the same feedback, their tw would have more quickly approached 1.
Also, the charts show that when we are dealing with consumers whose tw is low, it takes many more feedbacks for the CP's tw to converge and stabilise (in Figure 3 (a) about 60 feedbacks, or 4 cycles, compared to 5-10 feedbacks in Figure 2 , where we had one consumer with tw τ c 1 = 1). This reflects the fact that we are now taking into account the uncertainty in the validity of the feedback we receive from the consumers. Finally, it is important to point out that this technique only predicts the consumers' tw correctly if we can assume that for any m number of feedbacks, the total effect of these feedbacks is correct, i.e. if the positive feedbacks outweigh the negative ones, then the CP is actually also trustworthy.
Conclusions
We have proposed a trust model that allows the trustworthiness (tw) of context information providers (CPs) to be determined through feedback from context information consumers. This tw can then be used to evaluate, given multiple alternatives, which CP a consumer wishes to use. We believe this to be a better alternative to the traditional approach of using a trusted authority to certify the tw of CPs, as our tw approach reflects the recent behaviour of the provider and allows for dynamic tw.
In our model, we must make the assumption that the service directory (SD)-which collects feedback and evaluates the CPs' tw and utility-is a trusted component in the network. Also, we assume that at least one of the consumers is capable of evaluating the quality of the information received so as to provide feedback to the SD. It remains to be seen whether these assumptions are reasonable in real pervasive computing environments and applications.
